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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to an airbag device.

[Background Art]

[0002] In the airbag devices, a configuration is known in which an intermediate base fabric is used to divide the interior
of an airbag into a plurality of compartments, a protective base fabric is provided within a predetermined compartment
to cover an area around a gas entering port, and the protective base fabric is seamed integrally with a coupling portion
along which the intermediate base fabric and a first base fabric are coupled to each other (see, e.g., Patent Literature
1). In Patent Literature 1, the protective base fabric includes an extended portion that extends toward the gas-entering-
port side of each coupling portion, and a shield portion is provided in the extended portion, and the shield portion is
raised upward in a loop manner.

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[0003] [Patent Literature 1] JP-A No. 2000-238604 discloses an airbag device according to the preamble of claim 1.

[Summary of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0004] However, in a conventional configuration, because the shield portion is provided to be raised upward in a loop
manner, a manufacturing process for the shield portion is required separately, so that the configuration is complicated.
Further, when the shield portion is slanted by receiving the gas pressure, a gap in communication with the coupling
portion is created between the loop and the intermediate base fabric, so that the coupling portion is easily exposed to gas.
[0005] To address this, it is an object of the present invention to provide, in a simple configuration, proper protection
for a coupling spot when gas pressure is received.

[Solution to Problem]

[0006] To achieve the above object, the present invention provides an airbag device according to claim 1.
[0007] The airbag device includes an airbag (40) and a partition element (51S), the airbag (40) being made of base
fabric and formed in a bag shape to deploy by being supplied with gas, the partition element (51S) partitioning the interior
of the airbag (40). The airbag device has, as the partition element (51S), a coupling spot along which a base fabric (61)
of a frontal side of the airbag (40) and a base fabric (62) of a backside of the airbag (40) are coupled to each other. The
airbag device includes reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) that are provided respectively on an inner side of the base fabric (61)
of the frontal side and an inner side of the base fabric (62) of the backside. Each of the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) has
a remaining margin (91) in a location closer to a gas supply side than the coupling spot (51S) is located. The remaining
margin (91) is oriented toward the gas supply side to function as a shield wall against a flow of gas toward the coupling
spot (51S).
[0008] In the above configuration, the remaining margin (91) of each of the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) may be longer
than a separation distance (Z) between a proximal end of the remaining margin (91) and the coupling spot (51S).
[0009] Further, in the above configuration, the airbag device may have coupling spots (58S, 71S), as another coupling
spot, in a location closer to the gas supply side than the coupling spot (51S) is located. One (58S) of the coupling spots
(58S, 71S) may provide coupling between one (63) of the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) and the base fabric (61) of the
frontal side, and the other coupling spot (71S) may provide coupling between the other reinforcing fabric (64) and the
base fabric (62) of the backside. And the remaining margin (91) of each of the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) may extend
longer from the another coupling spot (58S, 71S) in the reinforcing fabric (63, 64) than a separation distance (Z) between
the coupling spot (51S) and the another coupling spot (58S, 71S).
[0010] Further, in the above configuration, the partition element (51S) may be a coupling spot along which a pair of
the base fabrics (61, 62) are coupled together while the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) are laid between the base fabrics
(61, 62), the pair of base fabrics (61, 62) forming the frontal side and the backside.
[0011] Further, in the above configuration, each of the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) may include a plurality of reinforcing
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fabrics (63, 64) that may be laid one on top of another on the inner side of the base fabric (61) of the frontal side and
the base fabric (62) of the backside.
[0012] Further, in the above configuration, the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) may be situated respectively on the base
fabrics (61, 62) that form the frontal side and the backside, and may have the remaining margins (91A) longer than the
remaining margins (91) of the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) on the opposite side from the base fabrics (61, 62).
[0013] Further, in the above configuration, the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) may be provided respectively on the inner
side of the base fabric (61) of the frontal side and on the inner side of the base fabric (62) of the backside, and may have
the remaining margins (91) that overlaps each other when the remaining margins (91) are bent by pressure of the gas.

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0014] In the present invention, as the partition, the coupling spot along which the frontal-side and backside base
fabrics of the airbag are coupled to each other is possessed. The reinforcing fabrics are provided respectively on the
inner side of the frontal-side base fabric and the inner side of the backside base fabric of the airbag. Each of the reinforcing
fabrics has the remaining margin in a location closer to the gas supply side than a location of the coupling spot along
which the frontal-side base fabric and backside base fabric are coupled each other. The remaining margin is oriented
toward the gas supply side to function as a shield wall against gas, the gas flowing toward the coupling spot. Thus, the
coupling spot is able to be protected over a wide region, and the partition for partitioning the interior of the airbag is able
to be properly protected in a simple configuration.
[0015] Further, because the remaining margin of each reinforcing fabric has a length longer than the separation
distance between the proximal end of the remaining margin and the coupling spot, the function of the remaining margin
as the shield wall is improved.
[0016] Further, the coupling spots are further possessed as another coupling spot in a location closer to the gas supply
side than the coupling spot is located. One of the coupling spots provides coupling between one of the reinforcing fabrics
and the frontal-side base fabric, and the other coupling spot provides coupling between the other reinforcing fabric and
the backside base fabric. And the remaining margin of each reinforcing fabric extends longer from the another coupling
spot in each reinforcing fabric than a separation distance between the coupling spot and the another coupling spot. As
a result, protection for each seam is enabled.
[0017] Further, because the partition is the coupling spot along which the pair of base fabrics, together with the
reinforcing fabrics between the base fabrics, is coupled together, the pair of base fabrics forming the frontal side and
the backside, the coupling spot in which a plurality of fabrics are laid one on top of another is able to be protected.
[0018] Further, because the reinforcing fabrics are laid one on top of another on the inner side of each of the frontal-
side and backside base fabrics, the function of the remaining margin as the shield wall is enhanced.
[0019] Further, because the reinforcing fabric is situated on each of the base fabrics that form the frontal side and the
backside and the reinforcing fabric has the remaining margin longer than the remaining margin of the reinforcing fabric
on the opposite side from the base fabric, the remaining margin on the base fabric side can be more easily bent than
the remaining margin that is away from the base fabric. Thus, even if the gas pressure is relatively low, the remaining
margins can facilitate protection.
[0020] Further, because the reinforcing fabrics are provided respectively on the inner side of the frontal-side base
fabric and the inner side of the backside base fabric and the reinforcing fabrics have the remaining margins that overlap
each other when the remaining margins are bent by the gas pressure, the function of the remaining margin as the shield
wall is further enhanced.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0021]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a left side view of a motorcycle equipped with an airbag device according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating a sectional structure of a retainer of the airbag device as well as the peripheral
configuration.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a view of a deploying inflating airbag when viewed from the frontal side (the occupant side).
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a view of the deploying inflating airbag when viewed from the backside (the side opposite from the
occupant).
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating a deployment status of the airbag on a time-series basis.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is an exploded diagram of the airbag.
[Fig. 7] Fig. 7 is a top view of a first reinforcing fabric of the airbag.
[Fig. 8] Fig. 8 is a schematic side view illustrating a frontal-side base fabric, first and second reinforcing fabrics and
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a backside base fabric during airbag non-deployment.
[Fig. 9] Fig. 9 is a schematic side view illustrating the frontal-side base fabric, the first and second reinforcing fabrics
and the backside base fabric during airbag deployment.
[Fig. 10] Fig. 10 is a diagram showing an example embodiment of the remaining margins with different lengths.
[Fig. 11] Fig. 11 is a diagram showing an example embodiment of a plurality of gas chambers with different widths.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0022] Embodiments according to the present invention will now be described with reference to the drawings.
[0023] It is noted that, throughout the description, references to directions such as front, rear, left, right, up and down
directions are made with reference to a vehicle body unless otherwise stated. It is also noted that, in all the drawings,
reference sign FR denotes the forward direction of the vehicle body, reference sign UP denotes the upward direction of
the vehicle body, and reference sign RH denotes the rightward direction of the vehicle body.
[0024] Fig. 1 is a left side view of a motorcycle 1 with an airbag device 30 according to an embodiment of the present
invention. Fig. 1 illustrates the state in which an airbag 40 deploys and expands.
[0025] The motorcycle 1 includes a swing unit 4. The swing unit 4 is formed of a combination of an engine 2 and a
power transmission mechanism 3. A rear wheel 5 of the motorcycle 1 is rotatably supported at a rear portion of the swing
unit 4, while a front wheel 6 is rotatably supported at a lower portion of a pair of left and right front forks 7. A bridge 8 is
placed across the upper portions of the pair of left and right front forks 7. A steering shaft 9 is arranged upright at the
center in the vehicle width direction of the bridge 8. A handlebar post 9A is provided on an upper portion of the steering
shaft 9. A handlebar 10 is attached to the handlebar post 9A, and the handlebar 10 is provided for steering the motorcycle
1 to the left/right. The steering system (steering device) of the motorcycle 1 is made up of the front wheel 6, the front
forks 7, the steering shaft 9, the handlebar 10 and the like.
[0026] A body frame 11 includes a head pipe 12 and a main frame 13. The head pipe 12 supports rotatably the steering
shaft 9. The main frame 13 extends downward from the head pipe 12 to the rear. The body frame 11 further includes a
pair of left and right side frames 14 and a pair of left and right seat frames 15. After the left and right side frames 14
extend rearward from a lower portion of the main frame 13, the left and right side frames 14 extend upwardly toward the
rear. The left and right seat frames 15 extend upwardly from rear portions of the side frames 14 toward the rear.
[0027] The swing unit 4 is supported via a link member 14A at lower rear portions of the pair of left and right side
frames 14, and the swing unit 4 is supported in a vertically swingable manner. An air cleaner 28 is mounted on an upper
portion of the swing unit 4. The air cleaner 28 is connected to the engine 2 through a not-shown throttle body and/or the
like. The seat frames 15 support a seat 16 on which the occupant is to sit. The seat 16 is configured as an integral-type
seat, the seat including a combination of a main seat 17 and a pillion seat 18. The rider sits on the main seat 17 and a
pillion passenger sits on the pillion seat 18. The seat 16 is placed rearward and downward of the handlebar 10.
[0028] The motorcycle 1 is covered with a resin-made body cover CV. The body cover CV includes a front cover 21
and a pair of left and right front side covers 22. The front cover 21 covers a body front section from front. The left and
right front side covers 22 extend rearward from the left side and right side of the front cover 21 to cover the left side and
right side of the body front portion, respectively. A visor (also called "windscreen") 21A is mounted on an upper portion
of the front cover 21. The visor 21A is raised rearward from the front in a rearward and upward direction in side view so
as to guide the traveling air from the front in the rearward and upward direction.
[0029] An inner cover 23 is installed to the pair of left and right front side covers 22 from the rear. The steering shaft
9, the head pipe 12, a retainer 31 of the airbag device 30, and the like are placed between the front side covers 22 and
the inner cover 23.
[0030] The retainer 31 is a member for housing an airbag 40. The retainer 31 is placed immediately behind the steering
shaft 9 and the head pipe 12 by being supported by a stay 13A. The stay 13A extends rearward from an upper portion
of the main frame 13 to support the retainer 31.
[0031] A center cover 24 is continuous with a lower portion of the inner cover 23. The center cover 24 constitutes a
cover for covering the main frame 13 from the upward and rearward direction, the cover being located on the inner side
between both feet of the rider when he/she is sitting on the main seat 17. Also, the center cover 24 serves as a leg
straddle portion over which the rider’s leg steps when he/she gets on/off the motorcycle 1.
[0032] A pair of left and right rear side body covers 29 is placed rearward of the center cover 24. Each of the pair of
left and right rear side body covers 29 covers an area below the seat 16, and also the left and right rear side body covers
29 extend in the vehicle longitudinal direction to cover a body rear section from the left and right sides.
[0033] A pair of left and right step floors 20 on which the occupant rests his/her feet is placed in a central lower area
in the vehicle longitudinal direction. The step floors 20 are continuous with lower portions of the center cover 24, and
the step floors 20 extend in the vehicle longitudinal direction at a location downward of a front portion of the seat 16.
Under cowls 26 cover areas below the step floors 20.
[0034] Above the center cover 24, a straddle space 19 is created between the handlebar 10 and the seat 16. The
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occupant passes his/her leg through the straddle space 19 in order to ride on the motorcycle 1. In order to ride the
motorcycle 1, the rider (occupant) passes his/her leg through the straddle space 19, then the rider (occupant) sits on
the seat 16 (main seat 17), and then the rider (occupant) rests his/her legs on the left and right step floors 20, the left
and right step floors 20 being provided in a central lower area in the vehicle longitudinal direction.
[0035] The retainer 31 of the airbag device 30 is provided in the straddle space 19. That is, while the airbag 40 is
housed within the retainer 31, the airbag device 30 is provided in the straddle space 19. The retainer 31 is placed to be
inclined upwardly toward the rear to extend along a rear wall of the inner cover 23. This enables ensuring of a wide
straddle space 19 even if the airbag device 30 is located. By virtue of this, the ease of getting on/off is able to be
maintained for the occupants. Incidentally, reference sign LC in Fig. 1 indicates the center axis of the retainer 31, and
the center axis LC is inclined upwardly toward the rear at the center of the vehicle width direction.
[0036] The airbag device 30 includes the retainer 31, the airbag 40 and a single inflator 32. The airbag 40 is housed
within the retainer 31. The airbag 40 is formed by sewing base fabric. The inflator 32 delivers gas (gaseous matter) into
the airbag 40 to cause the airbag 40 to deploy and expand.
[0037] Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating a sectional structure of the retainer 31 as well as the peripheral configuration.
Incidentally, Fig. 2 shows the airbag 40 in a folded state.
[0038] The retainer 31 is a box body. The box body has a lid member on a top portion. The lid member is opened by
receiving a reactive force upon deployment of the airbag 40. The retainer 31 has a mounting hole formed in a bottom
plate 31a. The mounting hole is formed in order to attach the inflator 32. The inflator 32 has a flange 32a of a larger
diameter than the mounting hole. The inflator 32 is inserted into the mounting hole until the flange 32a abuts on the
underside of the bottom plate 31a.
[0039] The flange 32a and the bottom plate 31a are fastened together at spaced positions in the circumferential
direction with a plurality of fastening members 34. Thus, the inflator 32 is secured to the retainer 31.
[0040] A bag ring (also called a "retainer plate") 33 is placed on the top surface of the bottom plate 31a. The bag ring
33 is formed to have a larger diameter than that of the flange 32a. A spot of a larger diameter of the bag ring 33 than
the flange 32a is fastened to the bottom plate 31a of the retainer 31 at spaced positions in the circumferential direction
with a plurality of fastening members 35.
[0041] As illustrated in Fig. 2, a lower portion of the airbag 40 is inserted through the fastening members 35 between
the bag ring 33 and the bottom plate 31a of the retainer 31. A shoulder 31b is formed in the bottom plate 31a of the
retainer 31, and the shoulder 31b protrudes downward toward the rim beyond the abutting spot of the flange 32a. Thus,
in a position outside the rim of the flange 32a, clearance S is created between the bag ring 33 and the bottom plate 31a
of the retainer 31.
[0042] That is, in the configuration, the bottom plate 31a of the retainer 31 is provided with the shoulder 31b, and the
shoulder 31b protrudes downward to create the clearance S between the bag ring 33 and the shoulder 31b. Then, the
bag ring 33 and the shoulder 31b are fastened together with the fastening members 35 so that the bag ring 33 and the
retainer 31 are secured together. In addition, the airbag 40 is attached in the area of the clearance S in which the fastening
members 35 are located.
[0043] In this manner, the airbag 40 is able to be attached through the use of the fastening members 35 for the securing
of the bag ring 33 and the retainer 31 to each other, and also the attachment spot of the airbag 40 is able to be spaced
downward from the bag ring 33. Accordingly, the attachment spot of the airbag 40 is not more easily affected by pressure
and/or temperature of gas in the bag ring 33, and this can cause further improvement in thermal toughness.
[0044] Note that the storage state of the airbag 40 may be set to be in a roll form, accordion form or the like as
appropriate with consideration of parameters such as a deployment direction of the airbag 40, a deployment speed of
the airbag 40, and/or the like.
[0045] The motorcycle 1 is equipped with an acceleration sensor (not shown) for detecting impact. The acceleration
sensor is electrically connected to a controller (not shown), and in turn the controller is electrically connected to the
inflator 32. Based on the detected acceleration, the controller determines at once whether the airbag 40 should be
activated or not activated. If activation is determined, the inflator 32 is activated to deliver gas into the airbag 40 so that
the airbag 40 deploys and also inflates. Hereinafter, "to deploy and also inflate" will be represented as "deployment
inflation" as appropriate.
[0046] Fig. 3 is a view of the deploying inflating airbag 40 when viewed from the frontal side (the occupant side). Fig.
4 is a view of the deploying expanding airbag 40 when viewed from the backside (the side opposite from the occupant).
[0047] The airbag 40 has a bag shape of which the width is increased gradually (fanned out) from a neck portion 41
toward the top. The neck portion 41 serves as an entering port through which gas is introduced from the inflator 32. In
the airbag 40, a maximum width spot forms a head facing portion 42. The head facing portion 42 is a portion that is to
face the head of the occupant during inflation deployment of the airbag 40.
[0048] An abut portion 43 is formed integrally with a top portion of the head facing portion 42. The abut portion 43
constitutes the uppermost portion of the airbag 40. The abut portion 43 is a portion that is to abut on a collision object
during inflation deployment of the airbag 40. The collision object exists forward (in front of the occupant). The abut portion
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43 is formed in a protrusion shape, and the protrusion shape protrudes upward from a widthwise central region of the
head facing portion 42.
[0049] A linking portion 44 links the neck portion 41 and the head facing portion 42 to each other, and the linking
portion 44 is raised upward from the motorcycle 1 upon deployment inflation of the airbag 40 to support the head facing
portion 42 from below. In the linking portion 44, a plurality (two in the embodiment) of middle-stitched portions (also
called throttle portion) 51 is provided. In the middle-stitched portion 51, the frontal side and the backside of the airbag
40 are partially coupled to each other to narrow the interior space. More specifically, along the outer edge of each of the
middle-stitched portions 51, the frontal side and the backside of the airbag 40 are made abut on each other while
reinforcing fabrics (a first reinforcing fabric 63 and a second reinforcing fabric 64 will be described later) are being placed
between the frontal side and the backside, and then the reinforcing fabrics and the frontal side and backside of the airbag
40 are sewn together to form each middle-stitched portion 51.
[0050] A seam (also called stitching or stitches) 51S of the middle-stitched portion 51 functions as a partition portion
for partitioning the internal space. As a result, gaseous matter such as gas does not enter a region that is surrounded
with the seam 51S, and therefore the region results in a throttle region that narrows the internal space. In this manner,
while a large head facing portion 42 is provided, the linking portion 44 continuous with the head facing portion 42 is
narrowed to a smaller space in order to facilitate quick delivery of gas into the head facing portion 42.
[0051] In this connection, in each of Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and later-described drawings, seamed spots such as the seam 51S
and/or the like are shown by the dot-dot-dash lines for the purpose of clarification.
[0052] In the configuration, a plurality (two in the embodiment) of the middle-stitched portions 51 are formed to be
spaced from each other in a lateral direction, so that a plurality (three in the embodiment) of pillar-shaped gas chambers
53, 54, 55 is formed in the vehicle width direction, and each of the gas chambers 53, 54, 55 extends in the vertical
direction. And, each of the middle-stitched portions 51 is formed in a shape in which the width is increased gradually
with an extension from the neck portion 41 toward the head facing portion 42. This makes it possible to adjust dimensions
of widths W1, W2, W3 of the respective gas chambers 53, 54, 55. The gas chamber 53 is formed between the leftmost
middle-stitched portion 51 and a left-side edge portion 40L of the airbag 40. The gas chamber 54 is formed between the
left and right middle-stitched portions 51. The gas chamber 55 is formed between the right middle-stitched portion 51
and a right-side edge portion 40R of the airbag 40. In the embodiment, the widths W1, W2, W3 are assumed as approx-
imately constant width.
[0053] More specifically, the left and right middle-stitched portions 51 are located outermost in the width direction. Left
and right outer seams 51A form part of contours of the left and right middle-stitched portions 51. The left and right outer
seams 51A are formed respectively parallel to the side edge portions 40L, 40R of the airbag 40. The side edge portions
40L, 40R are located outside the seams 51A in the width direction. Likewise, a pair of seams 51B forms the contours
opposed to the middle-stitched portions 51 positioned adjacent to each other. The seams 51B are formed approximately
parallel to each other along the vertical direction.
[0054] As a result, the three gas chambers 53, 54, 55 are defined, and the three gas chambers 53, 54, 55 extend
linearly in constant width from the neck portion 41 toward the head facing portion 42. Accordingly, as compared with the
case where the middle-stitched portions 51 are not formed, the volume of the airbag 40 can be reduced and upsizing
of the inflator 32 can be prevented.
[0055] Further, each of the gas chambers 53, 54, 55 is formed to have the same width W1, W2, W3 throughout from
top to bottom. This makes it possible to equalize the cross-sectional areas of the respective gas chambers 53, 54, 55,
and gas can be easily flown equally into the respective gas chambers 53, 54, 55. Further, the linking portion 44 is
reinforced during deployment inflation by each gas chamber 53, 54, 55 , and therefore the advantageous effect of
preventing the swaying of the head facing portion 42 can be expected.
[0056] The widths W1, W2, W3 of the respective gas chambers 53, 54, 55 are not limited to being exactly equal to
each other, and the gas chambers 53, 54, 55 may have approximately the same width. Approximately the same width
means a width within a range in which the equivalent effects are produced.
[0057] The left middle-stitched portion 51 includes the pair of left and right seams 51A, 51B, a lower seam 51C and
an upper seam 51D. The left and right seams 51A, 51B extend linearly. The lower seam 51C joins the lower ends of the
left and right seams 51A, 51B to each other along a downward convex arc. The upper seam 51D joins the upper ends
of the left and right seams 51A, 51B to each other along an upward convex arc. The right middle-stitched portion 51
includes the pair of left and right seams 51A, 51B, a lower seam 51C and an upper seam 51D. The left and right seams
51A, 51B extend linearly. The lower seam 51C joins the lower ends of the left and right seams 51A, 51B to each other
along a downward convex arc. The upper seam 51D joins the upper ends of the left and right seams 51A, 51B to each
other along an upward convex arc.
[0058] In this manner, each of the left and right middle-stitched portions 51 has the seam 51S. The seam 51S extends
continuously in an endless form along the outer edge of an oval shape (or along the outer edge of a downward protruding
triangular shape). The oval shape is increased in width gradually toward the apex.
[0059] In the seam 51S, the lower seam 51C is formed in a downward convex form, so that the lower seam 51C has
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not only the function as a partition that partitions the inside of the airbag 40, but also the function as a lower guide that
smoothly guides the flow of gas from the bottom into each of the gas chambers 53, 54, 55. In turn, the upper seam 51D
is formed in an upward convex form, so that the upper seam 51D has not only the function as a partition, but also the
function as an upper guide that smoothly guides the flow of gas from each of the gas chambers 53, 54, 55 into the head
facing portion 42. Note that, although, in the embodiment, the airbag 40 is formed in bilaterally symmetric structure with
respect to the widthwise center of the airbag 40, the airbag 40 may not be limited to being formed in the bilaterally
symmetric structure.
[0060] As illustrated in Fig. 3, in base fabric 61 on the frontal side of the airbag 40 (hereinafter referred to as "frontal-
side base fabric" 61), a plurality (three) of seams 56S is formed in positions corresponding to the neck portion 41. The
seams 56S extend linearly in the vertical direction. The seams 56S are spaced in the width direction. The seams 56S
function as a neck-side guide that guides the gas in the upward direction on the frontal-side base fabric 61 side of the
neck portion 41. In order to form the seams 56S, the frontal-side base fabric 61 and an inside located reinforcing fabric
(a later-described first layered fabric 65 on the inflator side) are placed to abut on each other, and then the frontal-side
base fabric 61 and the inside located reinforcing fabric are sewn together.
[0061] Reference sign 57S in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 indicates a seam at which the frontal-side base fabric 61 of the airbag
40 and a backside base fabric 62 of the airbag 40 (hereinafter referred to as "backside base fabric") 62 are sewn together.
Likewise, reference sign 58S in Fig. 3 indicates a seam at which the frontal-side base fabric 61 and reinforcing fabric (a
later-described first reinforcing fabric 63) are sewn together, and also reference sign 59S indicates a seam at which the
frontal-side base fabric 61 and reinforcing fabric (the later-described first reinforcing fabric 63 and the inflator-side first
layered fabric 65) are sewn together.
[0062] Further, reference sign 71S in Fig. 4 indicates a seam at which the backside base fabric 62 and reinforcing
fabric (a later-described second reinforcing fabric 64) are sewn together, and reference sign 72S indicates a seam at
which the backside base fabric 62 and a reinforcing fabric (the later-described second reinforcing fabric 64 and a second
layered fabric 66 on the inflator side) are sewn together. Reference sign 73 shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 indicates holes
that are bored in the frontal-side base fabric 61 and the backside base fabric 62 to effect positioning of the frontal-side
base fabric 61, the first reinforcing fabric 63, the second reinforcing fabric 64, the backside base fabric 62 and the like.
[0063] The airbag 40 includes vent holes 81 (Fig. 3) in the frontal-side base fabric 61 and vent holes 82 (Fig. 4) in the
backside base fabric 62. The vent holes 81, 82 are gas outlets for the discharge of the gas from the airbag 40 in order
to control the internal pressure upon the inflation deployment.
[0064] As illustrated in Fig. 3, in the frontal-side base fabric 61, a pair of left and right vent holes (hereinafter referred
to as "upper vent holes 81") is formed in the abut portion 43, and the abut portion 43 is located upward of the head facing
portion 42. The left and right vent holes 81 are open to the occupant side. The pair of left and right upper vent holes 81
is placed widthwise outward of an extended line from the laterally centrally located gas chamber 54, and also the left
and right upper vent holes 81 are placed widthwise inward of extended lines from the left and right gas chambers 53,
55. With this configuration, during deployment inflation of the airbag 40, the upper vent holes 81 are located upward of
the head of the occupant, so that the upper vent holes 81 are not easily blocked. In addition, the upper vent holes 81
are not located directly above any specific gas chamber, so that, after gas has been fed from each of the gas chambers
53, 54, 55 into the head facing portion 42, the gas can be readily discharged in an appropriate manner.
[0065] As illustrated in Fig. 4, in the backside base fabric 62, a pair of left and right vent holes (hereinafter referred to
as "lower vent holes 82") is formed in a position downward of the head facing portion 42. The pair of left and right lower
vent holes 82 is located downward of the middle-stitched portions 51, and also, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the left and right
lower vent holes 82 are located downward of the handlebar 10 during inflation deployment of the airbag 40. With this
configuration, during inflation deployment of the airbag 40, the lower vent holes 82 are not blocked with the occupant,
and also it is possible to prevent the event that the lower vent holes 82 are blocked with the handlebar 10 and other
components (the visor, meters and the like) around the handlebar 10.
[0066] Also, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the pair of left and right lower vent holes 82 is placed widthwise outward of the
extended line from the laterally central gas chamber 54, and also the left and right lower vent holes 82 are placed
widthwise inward of the extended lines from the left and right gas chambers 53, 55. In short, the lower vent holes 82 are
placed at entrances of the left and right gas chambers 53, 55, except for the central gas chamber 54. With this configuration,
gas flowing toward the central gas chamber 54 is not discharged from the lower vent holes 82 and then the gas can be
fed into the head facing portion 42. This makes it easy to feed gas preferentially toward the widthwise center of the head
facing portion 42.
[0067] In this manner, in the embodiment, because the vent holes 81, 82 are spaced from each other in the upper,
lower, forward, backward, left and right directions, the vent holes 81, 82 are not easily blocked to enable internal-pressure
regulation on a continual basis. Note that the number of vent holes 81 and the number of vent holes 82 may be set in
conformance with requirements specification of the airbag 40, and each of the numbers of vent holes 81, 82 may be
one or may be three or more. Further, the position of each vent hole 81, 82 may be changed in conformance with
requirements specification of the airbag 40.
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[0068] Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating deployment status of the airbag 40 on a time-series basis. In Fig. 5, the horizontal
axis represents elapsed time T, time T1 is a time at which the inflator 32 ignites, and time T2 is a time at which deployment
has been completed.
[0069] As illustrated in Fig. 5, by stretching of the airbag 40 in such a manner as to extend upward with the passage
of time, the airbag 40 deploys in the order of the neck portion 41, the linking portion 44 and then the head facing portion
42 (including the abut portion 43). As shown in the same Fig. 5, because the lower vent holes 82 are exposed from initial
phase of deployment, the control of internal pressure in the airbag 40 can be started at an early stage. By virtue of the
lower vent holes 82, the internal pressure during the process of stretching of the airbag 40 is properly controlled.
[0070] Further, the upper vent holes 81 are exposed at which the deployment of the airbag 40 has been completed
or immediately before the deployment is completed. Thus, after the completion of deployment, the internal pressure is
regulated by the upper and lower vent holes 81, 82, so that the internal-pressure control at the time of contact of the
occupant is properly performed. Note that fine adjustments of size, shape and position and the like to each vent hole
81, 82 enables fine adjustment in the internal-pressure control.
[0071] Fig. 6 is an exploded diagram of the airbag 40.
[0072] The airbag 40 includes independently the frontal-side base fabric 61 and the backside base fabric 62. Further,
the airbag 40 includes, as reinforcing fabric, the first reinforcing fabric 63; the second reinforcing fabric 64 that is formed
in the same shape as that of the first reinforcing fabric 63; the inflator-side first layered fabric 65; and the inflator-side
second layered fabric 66. Still further, the airbag 40 includes layered fabrics 67, 68. The layered fabrics 67, 68 are laid
on lower portions of the inflator-side first layered fabric 65 and the inflator-side second layered fabric 66, and the layered
fabrics 67, 68 are provided for improvements in heat resistance and strength in a spot to which the high temperature
and high pressure gas from the inflator 32 is delivered first.
[0073] As illustrated in Fig. 3, the first reinforcing fabric 63 is laid on the inner side of the frontal-side base fabric 61
and also on the region of the middle-stitched portion 51, and the first reinforcing fabric 63 is sewn to the frontal-side
base fabric 61 by the seam 58S along the outer periphery of the first reinforcing fabric 63. The heat resistance and
strength in the region of the middle-stitched portion 51 on the frontal-side base fabric 61 side are improved by the first
reinforcing fabric 63.
[0074] As illustrated in Fig. 4, the second reinforcing fabric 64 is laid on the inner side of the backside base fabric 62
and also on the region of the middle-stitched portion 51, and the second reinforcing fabric 64 is sewn to the backside
base fabric 62 by the seam 71S along the outer periphery of the second reinforcing fabric 64. The heat resistance and
strength in the region of the middle-stitched portion 51 on the backside base fabric 62 side are improved by the second
reinforcing fabric 64.
[0075] Fig. 6 shows the inflator-side first layered fabric 65 and the layered fabric 67, and the inflator-side first layered
fabric 65 and the layered fabric 67 are laid one on top of another on the inner side of the frontal-side base fabric 61 and
also on a region where the neck portion 41 is covered, and then the inflator-side first layered fabric 65 and the layered
fabric 67 are sewn to the frontal-side base fabric 61 by the seam 56S and the like as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, the strength
and heat resistance in the neck portion 41 on the frontal-side base fabric 61 are improved. In this connection, the inflator-
side first layered fabric 65 is laid on the region from the neck portion 41 to the first reinforcing fabric 63 to improve the
strength and heat resistance in the area from the neck portion 41 to the middle-stitched portion 51.
[0076] The inflator-side second layered fabric 66 and the layered fabric 68 are laid one on top of another on the inner
side of the backside base fabric 62 and also on a region where the neck portion 41 is covered, and then the inflator-side
second layered fabric 66 and the layered fabric 68 are joined to the backside base fabric 62 by sewing and/or the like.
Thus, the strength and heat resistance in the neck portion 41 on the backside base fabric 62 are improved. In this
connection, the inflator-side second layered fabric 66 is laid on the region from the neck portion 41 to the second
reinforcing fabric 64 to improve the strength and heat resistance in the area from the neck portion 41 to the middle-
stitched portion 51.
[0077] Fig. 7 is a top view of the first reinforcing fabric 63. Incidentally, Fig. 7 shows the seams 51S, 58S for convenience
in description. Note that the second reinforcing fabric 64 is similar to the first reinforcing fabric 63, except that the second
reinforcing fabric 64 is attached to the backside base fabric 62, and therefore a repetitive description is omitted.
[0078] The first reinforcing fabric 63 has a shape with a width fanned out toward the top, and the first reinforcing fabric
63 is formed into an approximately trapezoidal sheet to cover the pair of left and right middle-stitched portions 51.
Between the outer edge of the first reinforcing fabric 63 and the seams 51S of the middle-stitched portions 51, space is
created for the seam 58S along which at least the first reinforcing fabric 63 is sewn. Further, the first reinforcing fabric
63 has a side edge 63X on the outer side in the vehicle width direction, and assuming that value X is a separation
distance between the side edge 63X of the first reinforcing fabric 63 and the seam 58S, the distance between the lower
edge of the first reinforcing fabric 63 and the seam 58S is set to be greater value Y than value X (value Y>value X). The
value Y is set to be greater than distance Z between the seam 58S and the seam 51S (value Y>value Z), and the seam
51S forms part of the middle-stitched portion 51.
[0079] In other words, as compared with each of the left and right remaining margins (corresponding to the spots of
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value X) of the first reinforcing fabric 63 and with the distance (corresponding to value Z) between the seams 58S, 51S,
a remaining margin 91 (corresponding to the spot of value Y) in a lower portion of the first reinforcing fabric 63 is set to
be longer.
[0080] Because the lower end of the remaining margin 91 is a free end, the remaining margin 91 may bend at the
seam 58S as a proximal end. In this case, because the length Y of the remaining margin 91 is greater than the distance
Z between the seams 58S, 51S, if the remaining margin 91 bends, the remaining margin 91 can cover both the seams
58S, 51S for protection. Note that each of the left and right remaining margins (corresponding to the spots of value X)
of the first reinforcing fabric 63 may not be limited to a length shorter than the remaining margin 91.
[0081] Further, in the embodiment, an upward protruding notch section 92 is formed at the widthwise center in a lower
portion of the first reinforcing fabric 63. By the notch section 92, the remaining margin 91 is divided into left and right
sides. Accordingly, the left and right remaining margins 91 can bend independently, and thus the left and right remaining
margins 91 can independently protect the left and right seams 51S. The left and right seams 51S are located downward
of the left and right middle-stitched portions 51.
[0082] Fig. 8 is a schematic side view illustrating the frontal-side base fabric 61, the first and second reinforcing fabrics
63, 64 and the backside base fabric 62 during airbag non-deployment. Fig. 9 is a schematic side view illustrating the
frontal-side base fabric 61, the first and second reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 and the backside base fabric 62 during airbag
deployment.
[0083] Incidentally, for the purpose of clarification, a remaining margin of a lower portion of the second reinforcing
fabric 64 is indicated by the same reference sign as the remaining margin 91 of the lower portion of the first reinforcing
fabric 63. Further, in Fig. 9, the flow of gas is indicated by the arrows and the holes 73 are omitted.
[0084] As shown in Fig. 8, the length Y of each of the remaining margins 91 of the lower portions of the first and second
reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 is longer than the separation distance Z between the seams 51S, 58S. As shown in Fig. 9,
when the airbag 40 inflates and deploys, by dilation between the frontal-side base fabric 61 and the backside base fabric
62, the pair of seams 58S are stretched to expose the seam 51S and the like, and therefore the seams 51S and the like
are easily exposed to the gas. Incidentally, Fig. 9 shows the pair of seams 58S in a state in which the seams 58S are
separated extremely from each other for the purpose of clarification of the state.
[0085] In the configuration, as shown in the same Fig. 9, when the pair of seams 58S is stretched, the remaining
margins 91 in the lower portions of the first and second reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 fall inward by receiving the gas pressure.
Thus, the remaining margin 91 of the first reinforcing fabric 63 functions as a shield wall for blocking a flow of gas toward
the seam 51S on the frontal-side base fabric 61 side. Likewise, the remaining margin 91 of the second reinforcing fabric
64 functions as a shield wall for blocking a flow of gas toward the seam 51S on the backside base fabric 62 side. As a
result, the seams 51S can be protected from the heat of gas throughout the area between the frontal-side base fabric
61 and the backside base fabric 62.
[0086] In addition, as illustrated in the same Fig. 9, because the remaining margins 91 of the first and second reinforcing
fabrics 63, 64 can overlap each other, the seams 51S can be more effectively protected. Further, the seams 58S at
which the first and second reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 are sewn can be protected by the respective remaining margins 91.
[0087] Note that a shorter length (value Y) of the remaining margin 91 makes it difficult for the remaining margin 91
to bend even if the remaining margin 91 receives the gas pressure, and even if the remaining margin 91 may bend, the
remaining margin 91 may not sufficiently cover the seam 51S. In this case, each of the remaining margins 91 does not
adequately function as a gas shield wall, and therefore the remaining margin 91 is desirably formed in a length that
allows the remaining margin 91 to be able to bend by the gas pressure to cover the seams 51S and the like to a sufficient
degree.
[0088] As described above, in the embodiment, the airbag 40 has the seams 51S as a partition portion that partitions
the interior of the airbag 40, and the seams 51S are coupling spots along which the frontal-side base fabric 61 and the
backside base fabric 62 are coupled with each other. The first and second reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 are provided on the
inner sides of frontal-side base fabric 61 and the backside base fabric 62, and the first and second reinforcing fabrics
63, 64 have the remaining margins 91, and the remaining margins 91 are oriented toward the gas supply side in the
downward direction rather than being oriented toward the seams 51S. And, each of the remaining margins 91 functions
as the shield wall against a flow of gas toward the seam 51S.
[0089] With this configuration, the seam 51S on the frontal-side base fabric 61 side can be protected by the remaining
margin 91 of the first reinforcing fabric 63, and the seam 51S on the backside base fabric 62 side can be protected by
the remaining margin 91 of the second reinforcing fabric 64. Accordingly, the seams 51S can be protected throughout
a wide region, and the proper protection of the seams 51S for partition of the interior of the airbag 40 is enabled in a
simple configuration.
[0090] Further, because the remaining margin 91 of each of the first and second reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 has a length
longer than the separation distance (value Z) between the seam 51S and the proximal end of the remaining margin 91
(corresponding to the position of the seam 58S, 71S), the remaining margin 91 is able to cover the seam 51S for
protection. This enhances the function of the remaining margin 91 as a shield wall.
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[0091] Here, on the gas supply side rather than on the seams 51S side, as other coupling spots, the seam 58S and
the seam 71S are possessed, the seam 58S provides coupling between the first reinforcing fabric 63 (one of reinforcing
fabrics) and the frontal-side base fabric 61, and the seam 71S provides coupling between the second reinforcing fabric
64 (the other reinforcing fabric) and the backside base fabric 62. The remaining margin 91 of each of the reinforcing
fabrics 63, 64 extends longer than the separation distance (value Z) between the seam 51S and each of the seams 58S,
71S of the reinforcing fabrics 63, 64. With this configuration, each of the seams 58S, 71S, 51S is able to be protected.
[0092] Further, the seam 51S is a coupling spot along which the frontal-side base fabric 61 and the backside base
fabric 62 are coupled to each other, and the seam 51S is defined as a seam that provides coupling between a pair of
base fabrics 61, 62 with the inclusion of the first and second reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 between the base fabrics 61, 62,
the pair of base fabrics 61, 62 constituting the frontal side and backside of the airbag 40. This enables the protection of
the seams 51S where the frontal side and backside of the airbag 40 and the reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 are coupled together.
[0093] Further, because the first and second reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 are laid respectively on the inner sides of the
frontal-side base fabric 61 and the backside base fabric 62, the function of the remaining margin 91 as a shield wall is
enhanced.
[0094] Further, the remaining margin 91 of the first reinforcing fabric 63 and the remaining margin 91 of the second
reinforcing fabric 64 overlap each other when both the remaining margins 91 are bent by the gas pressure, the function
of the remaining margin 91 as a shield wall is further enhanced.
[0095] Moreover, the configuration includes the middle-stitched portions 51 that provide partial coupling of the frontal
side and backside of the airbag 40 to each other to narrow the internal space between the neck portion 41 and the head
facing portion 42. The middle-stitched portions 51 are spaced from each other in the width direction of the airbag 40.
The seams 51A forming contours of the middle-stitched portions 51 positioned outermost in the width direction are
parallel to the side edge portions 40L, 40R of the airbag 40 positioned outside the seams 51A in the width direction, and
the seams 51B forming contours opposed to the middle-stitched portions 51 arranged adjacent to each other are ap-
proximately parallel to each other.
[0096] With this configuration, while the volume of the region from the neck portion 41 to the head facing portion 42
is reduced, a plurality of pillar-shaped gas chambers 53, 54, 55 can be formed to extend from the neck portion 41 toward
the head facing portion 42. Accordingly, while upsizing of the inflator 32 is prevented, the proper feeding of gas into the
head facing portion 42 is enabled. Note that, the phrase "approximately parallel to" means to include a range having a
similar function without being limited to an exactly parallel state.
[0097] The separation distances (width W1, W3) between the middle-stitched portions 51 positioned outermost in the
width direction and the side edge portions 40L, 40R of the airbag 40 positioned outside the middle-stitched portions 51
in the width direction are equal to the separation distance (width W2) between the middle-stitched portions 51 arranged
adjacent to each other. Thus, a plurality of gas chambers has the same width, so that the flow of gas can be easily
distributed evenly among the individual gas chambers 53, 54, 55.
[0098] Further, because the middle-stitched portion 51 has a shape in which the width is increased gradually with an
extension from the neck portion 41 toward the head facing portion 42, the linear-shaped gas chambers 53, 54, 55 are
able to be formed effortlessly between the side edge portions 40L, 40R of the fan-shaped airbag 40. Accordingly, the
smooth feeding of gas into the head facing portion 42 is facilitated.
[0099] Further, because the middle-stitched portion 51 is formed by sewing the frontal side and backside of the airbag
40 together along the contours of this middle-stitched portion 51, the middle-stitched portion 51 is able to be formed
through sewing. Accordingly, any dedicated component to form the middle-stitched portion 51 is unnecessary.
[0100] Further, because the airbag 40 is equipped with the first and second reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 in the regions
of the middle-stitched portions 51, the regions of the middle-stitched portions 51 are reinforced, and therefore the influence
of gas can be curbed.
[0101] Moreover, the airbag 40 of the configuration includes the upper vent holes 81 and the lower vent holes 82. The
upper vent holes 81 are placed upward of the head facing portion 42 and also the upper vent holes 81 are open to the
occupant side. The lower vent holes 82 are placed downward of the upper vent holes 81, and also the lower vent holes
82 are open to the opposite side from the occupant.
[0102] With this configuration, by virtue of the lower vent holes 82, the control of internal pressure in the airbag 40 is
able to be performed from the early stage of deployment of the airbag 40, and after the deployment completion, the
internal pressure control is able to be performed through the upper and lower vent holes 81, 82. Further, because the
lower vent holes 82 are located on the opposite side from the occupant as well as downward of the occupant, the lower
vent holes 82 are hardly blocked by the occupant and/or the like, and also because the upper vent holes 81 are located
upward of the head of the occupant, the upper vent holes 81 are not blocked by the occupant. Accordingly, the continuous
control on the deployment and inflation of the airbag 40 is facilitated.
[0103] Further, the upper vent holes 81 and the lower vent holes 82 are provided in sets of two, and the two upper/lower
vent holes 81, 82 are spaced from each other in the lateral direction. Because of this, the internal pressure can be
controlled properly.
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[0104] Further, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the airbag 40 is located at the rear of the handlebar post 9A of the motorcycle
1, and the lower vent holes 82 are placed downward of the handlebar 10 that is supported by the handlebar post 9A.
Accordingly, during inflation deployment of the airbag 40, it is possible to prevent the event that the lower vent holes 82
are blocked with the handlebar 10 and other components around the handlebar 10.
[0105] Further, in the airbag 40, an area downward of the head facing portion 42 is partitioned into a plurality of gas
chambers 53, 54, 55 at intervals in the width direction, and the lower vent holes 82 are placed at entrances of the gas
chambers 53, 55, except for the gas chamber 54 arranged in the center in the width direction. With this configuration,
gas flowing toward the central gas chamber 54 is not discharged from the lower vent holes 82 and the gas can be fed
into the head facing portion 42. Accordingly, the effective feeding of gas toward the widthwise center of the head facing
portion 42 is enabled.
[0106] Further, the upper vent holes 81 are placed widthwise outward of an extended line from the gas chamber 54
arranged in the center in the width direction, and also the upper vent holes 81 are placed widthwise inward of extended
lines from the gas chambers 53, 55 arranged outside in the width direction. Because of this, the upper vent holes 81
are not located immediately above all the gas chambers 53, 54, 55. As a result, after gas has been fed from each of the
gas chambers 53, 54, 55 into the head facing portion 42, the gas is able to be discharged in a balanced manner to
facilitate controlling the internal pressure.
[0107] The above-described embodiment is provided by way of example only in one implementation of the present
invention, and any modification and any alternative application are possible without departing from the scope of the
present invention.
[0108] For example, in the above embodiment, the case where the first reinforcing fabric 63 is provided on the inner
side of the frontal-side base fabric 61 and the second reinforcing fabric 64 is provided on the inner side of the backside
base fabric 62 has been described. However, each of the numbers of reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 may be changed. If each
of the numbers of reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 to be provided is more than one, a plurality of remaining margins 91 results,
and this can cause a further enhancement in the effectiveness as gas shield walls. If each of the numbers of reinforcing
fabrics 63, 64 to be provided is more than one, a remaining margin 91 of each reinforcing fabric 63, 64 on one base
fabric 61, 62 may have a different length from that of a remaining margin 91 of each reinforcing fabric 63, 64 on the other
base fabric 61, 62. An example embodiment of the above case is shown in Fig. 10.
[0109] Fig. 10 illustrates an example embodiment when the remaining margins 91 are different in length. Fig. 10
illustrates a schematically side view of the frontal-side base fabric 61, the first and second reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 and
the backside base fabric 62 when the airbag 40 does not deploy.
[0110] As shown in Fig. 10, the first reinforcing fabric 63 is situated on the frontal-side base fabric 61, and this first
reinforcing fabric 63 has the remaining margin 91 that is formed to have a length longer than another remaining margin
91 of another first reinforcing fabric 63, the another reinforcing fabric 63 being not situated on the frontal-side base fabric
61. The second reinforcing fabric 64 is situated on the backside base fabric 62 and this second reinforcing fabric 64 has
also the remaining margin 91 that is formed to have a length longer than another remaining margin 91 (hereinafter
indicated with reference sign 91A) of another second reinforcing fabric 64, the another second reinforcing fabric 64 being
not situated on the backside base fabric 62 (valueY1>Y>Z in Fig. 10).
[0111] As a result, the remaining margin 91A on the base fabric 61, 62 side is more easily bent than the remaining
margin 91 on the opposite side from the base fabric, and even when the gas pressure is relatively low, the seam 51S
and the like is easily protected by the remaining margin 91A. Further, because the remaining margin 91A overlaps the
remaining margin 91 on the inner side of the remaining margin 91A, the effective shield against gas is enabled.
[0112] In this case, the example embodiment is not limited to the method of forming both the remaining margins 91A,
91 to have a length exceeding the above value Z, and the length may be changed as appropriate within a range that
proper protection can be provided, such that the remaining margin 91 is formed to have a length below the value Z, and
the like.
[0113] Further, even when a relatively longer remaining margin 91A is not provided, the length of the remaining margin
91 may be less than the value Z as long as the length is within a range that the remaining margin 91 can provide proper
protection.
[0114] Further, in the above-described embodiment, the positions, shapes and/or the like of the first and second
reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 may be changed as appropriate in conformance with the shape or requirements specification
of the airbag 40. Further, as to other fabrics 65, 66, 67, 68 (Fig. 6) laid on the frontal-side base fabric 61 or the backside
base fabric 62, the numbers of fabrics, the positions and the shapes may be changed as appropriate.
[0115] Further, although the frontal-side base fabric 61 and the backside base fabric 62 have been described as
independent components in the above-described embodiment, the embodiment is not so limited, and the frontal-side
base fabric 61 and the backside base fabric 62 may be a one-piece sheet.
[0116] Further, the case where a plurality of gas chambers 53, 54, 55 is defined by the middle-stitched portions 51
and the gas chambers 53, 54, 55 are formed to be identical in width has been described in the above-described em-
bodiment, but the embodiment is not so limited.
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[0117] Fig. 11 is a diagram showing an example embodiment in which a plurality of gas chambers 53, 54, 55 is formed
to have different widths.
[0118] In Fig. 11, the left and right middle-stitched portions 51 are placed closer to the widthwise center of the airbag
40. As a result, the width W2 of the widthwise central gas chamber 54 is shorter than the widths W1, W3 of the gas
chambers 53, 55 that are located outward in the width direction.
[0119] With this configuration, it is possible to expect the advantageous effects of facilitating causing the gas to flow
into the widthwise outward located gas chambers 53, 55, and therefore, of facilitating the retention of the outer shape
of the airbag 40 during airbag deployment. Note that the width W1, W2, W3 of each gas chamber 53, 54, 55, the cross-
sectional shape of each gas chamber 53, 54, 55, and/or the like may be changed as appropriate in conformance with
requirements specification of the airbag 40.
[0120] Further, although the case of providing a pair of left and right middle-stitched portions 51 has been described
in the above-described embodiment, the embodiment is not so limited, and three middle-stitched portions 51 or more
may be provided at intervals in the width direction.
[0121] Further, although the case of coupling individual portions of the airbag 40 to each other by means of sewing
has been described in the above-described embodiment, the embodiment is not so limited, and a coupling method other
than sewing may be applied. For example, a well-known coupling method, such as a joining method including welding
and the like can be widely applied.
[0122] Further, although the application of the present invention to the airbag device 30 of the motorcycle 1 has been
described, the present invention is not so limited, and the present invention may be applied to airbag devices used in
vehicles other than motorcycles. For example, the present invention may be applicable to airbag devices used in saddle
riding vehicles and the like. The saddle riding vehicles include the vehicles in general, of which a rider/driver rides astride
the vehicle body, and the vehicles are not limited to motorcycles (including motorized bicycles), and the vehicles include
other two-wheeled vehicles such as bicycles and the like, three-wheeled vehicles such as ATV (All Terrain Vehicles)
and the like, and four-wheeled vehicles.

[Problem]

[0123] Coupling spots are properly protected upon reception of gas pressure.

[Solution]

[0124] A seam 51S is possessed as a partition that partitions the interior of an airbag, and the seam 51S is a coupling
spot along which a frontal-side base fabric 61 and a backside base fabric 62 are coupled to each other. First and second
reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 are provided on inner sides of the frontal-side base fabric 61 and the backside base fabric 62,
and the first and second reinforcing fabrics 63, 64 have remaining margins 91 that are oriented toward the gas supply
side in the downward direction rather than toward the seam 51S, and each of the remaining margins 91 functions as a
shield wall against a flow of gas toward the seam 51S.

[Reference Signs List]

[0125]

1 Motorcycle (saddle riding vehicle)
30 Airbag device
40 Airbag
40L, 40R Side edge portion
41 Neck portion
42 Head facing portion
51 Middle-stitched portion (throttle portion)
51S, 57S, 58S, 71S, 72S Seam (partition)
53-55 Gas chamber
61 Frontal-side base fabric
62 Backside base fabric
63 First reinforcing fabric
64 Second reinforcing fabric
81 Upper vent hole
82 Lower vent hole
91, 91A Remaining margin
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92 Notch section
W1-W3 Width

Claims

1. An airbag device, comprising an airbag (40) and a partition element (51S), the airbag (40) being made of base fabric
and formed in a bag shape to deploy by being supplied with gas, the partition element (51S) partitioning the interior
of the airbag (40), wherein the airbag device has, as the partition element (51S), a coupling spot along which a base
fabric (61) of a frontal side of the airbag (40) and a base fabric (62) of a backside of the airbag (40) are coupled to
each other,
the airbag device includes reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) that characterized in that the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) are
provided respectively on an inner side of the base fabric (61) of the frontal side and an inner side of the base fabric
(62) of the backside, and
each of the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) has a free ending remaining margin (91) in a location closer to a gas supply
side than the coupling spot (51S) is located, the remaining margins (91) being bent at proximal seam ends (58S,
71S) thereof and oriented toward the gas supply side and fall inward by receiving gas pressure to function as a
shield wall against a flow of gas toward the coupling spot (51S).

2. The airbag device according to claim 1,
wherein the remaining margin (91) of each of the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) is longer than a separation distance
(Z) between the proximal end (58S, 71S) of the remaining margin (91) and the coupling spot (51S).

3. The airbag device according to claim 1 or claim 2,
wherein the proximal seam ends have coupling spots (58S, 71S), as another coupling spot, in a location closer to
the gas supply side than the coupling spot (51S) is located, one (58S) of the coupling spots (58S, 71S) providing
coupling between one (63) of the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) and the base fabric (61) of the frontal side, the other
coupling spot (71S) providing coupling between the other reinforcing fabric (64) and the base fabric (62) of the
backside, and
a remaining margin (91) of each of the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) extends longer from the another coupling spot
(58S, 71S) in the reinforcing fabric (63, 64) than a separation distance (Z) between the coupling spot (51S) and the
another coupling spot (58S, 71S).

4. The airbag device according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the partition element (51S) is a coupling spot along
which a pair of the base fabrics (61, 62) are coupled together while the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) are laid between
the base fabrics (61, 62), the pair of base fabrics (61, 62) forming the frontal side and the backside.

5. The airbag device according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein each of the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) includes a
plurality of reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) that are laid one on top of another on the inner side of the base fabric (61) of
the frontal side and the base fabric (62) of the backside.

6. The airbag device according to claim 5,
wherein the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) are situated respectively on the base fabrics (61, 62) that form the frontal
side and backside, and have the remaining margins (91A) that are longer than the remaining margins (91) of the
reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) on the opposite side from the base fabrics (61, 62).

7. The airbag device according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the reinforcing fabrics (63, 64) are provided
respectively on the inner side of the base fabric (61) of the frontal side and on the inner side of the base fabric (62)
of the backside, and have the remaining margins (91) that overlaps each other when the remaining margins (91)
are bent by pressure of the gas.

Patentansprüche

1. Airbag-Vorrichtung, welche einen Airbag (40) und ein Trennelement (51S) aufweist, wobei der Airbag (40) aus einem
Basistuch hergestellt und sackförmig ausgebildet ist, um sich durch Gaszufuhr zu entfalten, wobei das Trennelement
(51S) den Innenraum des Airbags (40) unterteilt, wobei
die Airbag-Vorrichtung, als das Trennelement (51S) eine Verbindungsstelle aufweist, entlang der ein Basistuch (61)
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an einer Vorderseite des Airbags (40) und ein Basistuch (62) an einer Rückseite des Airbags (40) miteinander
verbunden sind,
wobei die Airbag-Vorrichtung Verstärkungstücher (63, 64) enthält, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Verstär-
kungstücher (63, 64) jeweils an einer Innenseite des Basistuchs (61) der Vorderseite und einer Innenseite des
Basistuchs (62) der Rückseite vorgesehen sind, und
jedes der Verstärkungstücher (63, 64) an einem einer Gaszufuhrseite näheren Ort als der Ort der Verbindungsstelle
(51S) einen frei endenden verbleibenden Rand (91) aufweist, wobei die verbleibenden Ränder (91) durch Aufnahme
von Gasdruck an ihren proximalen Nahtenden (58S, 71S) geknickt werden und zur Gaszufuhrseite hin orientiert
werden und einwärts fallen, um als Abschirmungswand gegen einen Gasfluss zu der Verbindungsstelle (51S) hin
zu fungieren.

2. Die Airbag-Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der verbleibende Rand (91) jedes der Verstärkungstücher (63, 64)
länger ist als eine Trenndistanz (Z) zwischen dem proximalen Ende (58S, 71S) des restlichen Rands (91) und der
Verbindungsstelle (51S).

3. Die Airbag-Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2,
wobei die proximalen Nahtenden Verbindungsstellen (58S, 71S), als andere Verbindungsstelle, an einem Ort, der
der Gaszufuhrseite näher ist als der Ort der Verbindungsstelle (51S) aufweisen, wobei eine (58S) der Verbindungs-
stellen (58S, 71S) eine Verbindung zwischen einem (63) der Verstärkungstücher (63, 64) und dem Basistuch (61)
der Vorderseite bereitstellt, wobei die andere Verbindungsstelle (71S) eine Verbindung zwischen dem anderen
Verstärkungstuch (64) und dem Basistuch (62) der Rückseite bereitstellt, und
ein restlicher Rand (91) jedes der Verstärkungstücher (63, 64) sich von der anderen Verbindungsstelle (58S, 71S)
in dem Verstärkungstuch (63, 64) länger erstreckt als eine Trenndistanz (Z) zwischen der Verbindungsstelle (51S)
und der anderen Verbindungsstelle (58S, 71S).

4. Die Airbag-Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei das Trennelement (51S) eine Verbindungsstelle
ist, entlang der ein Paar der Basistücher (61, 62) miteinander verbunden sind, während die Verstärkungstücher (63,
64) zwischen den Basistüchern (61, 62) liegen, wobei das Paar von Basistüchern (61, 62) die Vorderseite und die
Rückseite bildet.

5. Die Airbag-Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei jedes der Verstärkungstücher (63, 64) eine Mehrzahl
von Verstärkungstüchern (63, 64) enthält, die an der Innenseite des Basistuchs (61) der Vorderseite und des Ba-
sistuchs (62) der Rückseite aufeinander gelegt sind.

6. Die Airbag-Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5,
wobei die Verstärkungstücher (63, 64) jeweils auf den Basistüchern (61, 62) angeordnet sind, die die Vorderseite
und die Rückseite bilden, und die verbleibenden Ränder (91A) aufweisen, die länger sind als die verbleibenden
Ränder (91) der Verstärkungstücher (63, 64) an der von den Basistüchern (61, 62) entgegengesetzten Seite.

7. Die Airbag-Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei die Verstärkungstücher (63, 64) jeweils auf der
Innenseite des Basistuchs (61) der Vorderseite und auf der Innenseite des Basistuchs (62) der Rückseite vorgesehen
sind und die verbleibenden Ränder (91) aufweisen, die einander überlappen, wenn die verbleibenden Ränder (91)
durch den Gasdruck geknickt werden.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable comprenant un coussin de sécurité gonflable (40) et un élément de
séparation (51S), le coussin de sécurité gonflable (40) étant réalisé avec un tissu de base et formé selon une forme
de coussin pour se déployer en étant alimenté avec du gaz, l’élément de séparation (51S) séparant l’intérieur du
coussin de sécurité gonflable (40), dans lequel :

le dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable a, en tant qu’élément de séparation (51S), un point de couplage
le long duquel un tissu de base (61) d’un recto du coussin de sécurité gonflable (40) et un tissu de base (62)
d’un verso du coussin de sécurité gonflable (40) sont couplé entre eux,
le dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable comprend des tissus de renforcement (63, 64),
caractérisé en ce que les tissus de renforcement (63, 64) sont respectivement prévus sur un côté interne du
tissu de base (61) du recto et un côté interne du tissu de base (62) du verso, et
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chacun des tissus de renforcement (63, 64) a une marge résiduelle d’extrémité libre (91) dans un emplacement
plus à proximité d’un côté d’alimentation en gaz que de l’endroit où le point de couplage (51S) est positionné,
les marges résiduelles (91) étant pliées au niveau de leurs extrémités de couture proximales (58S, 71S) et
orientées vers le côté d’alimentation en gaz et tombent vers l’intérieur en recevant la pression de gaz pour
servir de paroi de protection contre un écoulement de gaz vers le point de couplage (51S).

2. Dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la marge résiduelle (91) de chacun des tissus de renforcement (63, 64) est plus longue qu’une distance
de séparation (Z) entre l’extrémité proximale (58S, 71S) de la marge résiduelle (91) et le point de couplage (51S).

3. Dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2,
dans lequel les extrémités de couture proximales ont des points de couplage (58S, 71S), en tant qu’autre point de
couplage, dans un emplacement plus à proximité du côté d’alimentation en gaz que de l’endroit où le point de
couplage (51S) est positionné, l’un (58S) des points de couplage (58S, 71S) fournissant le couplage entre l’un (63)
des tissus de renforcement (63, 64) et le tissu de base (61) du recto, l’autre point de couplage (71S) fournissant le
couplage entre l’autre tissu de renforcement (64) et le tissu de base (62) du verso, et
une marge résiduelle (91) de chacun des tissus de renforcement (63, 64) s’étend plus loin de l’autre point de couplage
(58S, 71S) dans le tissu de renforcement (63, 64) qu’une distance de séparation (Z) entre le point de couplage
(51S) et l’autre point de couplage (58S, 71S).

4. Dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel l’élément
de séparation (51S) est un point de couplage le long duquel une paire de tissus de base (61, 62) sont couplés alors
que les tissus de renforcement (63, 64) sont posés entre les tissus de base (61, 62), la paire de tissus de base (61,
62) formant le recto et le verso.

5. Dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel chacun
des tissus de renforcement (63, 64) comprend une pluralité de tissus de renforcement (63, 64) qui sont posés l’un
au-dessus de l’autre sur le côté interne du tissu de base (61) du recto et le tissu de base (62) du verso.

6. Dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable selon la revendication 5,
dans lequel les tissus de renforcement (63, 64) sont respectivement situés sur les tissus de base (61, 62) qui forment
le recto et le verso, et ont des marges résiduelles (91A) qui sont plus longues que les marges résiduelles (91) des
tissus de renforcement (63, 64) sur le côté opposé aux tissus de base (61, 62).

7. Dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel les tissus
de renforcement (63, 64) sont respectivement prévus sur le côté interne du tissu de base (61) du recto et sur le
côté interne du tissu de base (62) du verso, et ont les marges résiduelles (91) qui se chevauchent lorsque les marges
résiduelles (91) sont pliées par la pression du gaz.
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